
CHAPTER 2

2.0 Distribution system reliability in North

Western Province of Srilanka

2.1 North Western Province (NWP)

NWP comprises of Puttalam and Kurunegala Districts. For administration purposes the

NWP is divided into 19 AGA divisions. The total land area is 7756 sq.km. The total

population in 2010 is 2.8M. North Western province is one of the fastest developing

provinces in Sri Lanka Where Sri Lankan transport network is concerned many routes

linking Northern and Central provinces with the city of Colombo pass through the

NWP. As a result the province has a fast economic growth and geographical diversity

that has promoted different type of industries established within the province.

Agriculture is the main industry of NWP. Paddy and Coconut based industries are very

common. Since the western boundary is demarcated by the sea, several fishery based

industries and salt extraction industries have been established over the past. Tourism is

a key industry in the coastal belt from Wennappuwa, to Kalpitiya. Several historical

ruin kingdoms such as Paduwasnuwara, Yapahuwa etc. and large lakes such as Magalle,

Thabbowa etc. and Wilputtu national park are some of the tourist attractive places in

NWP. Few industries based on minerals such as clay, sand and graphite are located at

certain parts of NWP. Large-scale manufacturing industries are established at several

Free Trade Zones located at Makendura, Dankotuwa, Badalgama and Polgahawela.

Hence, NWP is providing high contribution for the economic development of Sri

lanka.The map ofNWP is given in Fig 2.1
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Fig 2.1 Map of North Western Province

2.2 Electricity Distribution Network of NWP

CEB is the sole organization for electricity distribution within NWP. MY network of

NWP is fed by Six 132/33kV Grid Substations located at Puttalam, Madampe,

Mallawapitya, Bolawatta, Pannala and Thulhiriya. The MV distribution is mainly

carried out at 33kV except at Kurunegala city limits and coastal belt of Wennappuwa

and Chilaw areas. To facilitate medium voltage distribution and to improve the supply

reliability distribution in Kurunegala City is carried out at llkV. In the coastal areas

33kV designed overhead lines are energized at llkV to minimize the frequent failures

due to salt contamination on line insulators. Bare Aluminum conductors ACSR or AAC,

is used for MY distribution. 33kV distribution is done with Lynx or ELM double circuit

express lines from grid substation up to gantries and several Racoon distributors are

originated from gantries to the distribution transformers. At gantries Autoreclosers are

connected to avoid entire feeder tripping due to transient faults. Air break switches are
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used to sectionalize the MV circuit. Over current and earth fault protection is provided

at Grid substation for 33kV feeders. At mid points of MV lines, DDLO switches are

used to ensure the isolation of the exact section during the faults. The network map of

NWP is given in Annexure 2.1. The distribution facilities of NWP MV network are

presented in Table 2.1.

Item Unit Available Installed Quantity

LBSI ABS Nos. 197

Auto Re-Closure Nos. 61

Primary S/S ManlUnman Nos. 01117

Gantry Nos. 18

Boundary Meter Nos. 13

Capacitor Bank Nos. 5

Distribution S/S Km

i. 33kV LT 2140

ii.11kV LT 401

33kV OIH Km 3779

33kVU/G Km 0.18

llkV O/H Km 625

Table 2.1: MV distribution facilities at the end of2010

The LV distribution system is 400V, 3 phases, and 4-wire system. Bare Aluminum

conductors are commonly used for LT distribution but insulated bundle conductors are

also used in highly congested areas. Distribution transformer capacity is not allowed to

exceed 160kVA other than city limits. Maximum LT feeder length is limited to 1.8km

to ensure the stipulated voltage at the feeder end.

MV and LV network details of each NWP Area is presented in Table 2.2
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Area Consumers Substations LT lines/Ian HT Lines/km

Kuliyapitiya 186280 509 4997 794

Kurunegala 118080 519 3856 984

Chilaw 138641 658 5565 1348

Wariyapola 99165 472 3925 996

Wennappuwa 82830 383 1954 582

Total 624996 2541 20297 4404

Table 2.2: Network Details of each Area at the end of year 2010

2.3 Control Centre Functions

A perfonnance report about daily functions of each CSC is collected by the control

centre. The report is given in Annexure-2.2. Feeder tripping details and peak current

flow on feeders have been collected from each Grid substation daily and recorded on

the format given in Annexure-2.3 and Annexure-Ln. As shown in the format the time

of fault initiating, the indication on relay panel about the type of fault, restored time and

isolated area has been recorded on it. In addition to that the information about manual

tripping requested by NWP operation staff for load transfer or scheduled interruptions

are also recorded.

At the end of the day control centre in charge has to prepare a summary report for DGM

(NWP) that provides the system outage information of the entire province.

All collected details are saved in an outage database prepared by the NWP planning

division. The database consists of several data tables for different type of outages. e.g.

LT breakdown, HT breakdown, feeder trappings, planned interruptions, equipment

outages etc. For each outage the database contains the information about date, outage

time, restored time, reason for outage as well as no. of consumers affected. The no. of

consumers attached to each substation is updated once in a six months period.

Analyzing the available information the reliability indices, SAIDI, SAIFI, MAIFI,

CAlI, CAIFI are calculated in each month for the province as well as for individual

CSCs and feeders. A detailed report is published in each month and it contains

breakdown information and reliability indices calculated for LT and HT network for

each CSC. Based on the available breakdown information the frequently repeating
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failures are identified and passed to the respective CSCs to carry out necessary

maintenance activities.

Provincial Control Centre is the interface between CEB System Control Centre and

Consumer Service Centers (CSC) of NWP. CSC staffs always consult the provincial

control centre for getting the most appropriate switching sequence for interrupting

power supply to carry out immediate breakdown work or to face any contingency

situation. At similar occasions, it is the duty of provincial control centre to acknowledge

the CEB control centre about power interruptions and get the working approval to

interrupt the feeder supply.

Apart from that the control center is responsible for preparing the correct switching

sequence and passes the relevant information to the operation staff at every time when

network change is required.

Any abnormal things such as electrocution, failure of equipment, accident, over voltage

incidents etc. happened in the network, the control center should immediately inform to

the related officers and prepare a channel to pass necessary information between the

relevant parties
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